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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR CORSICA & SARDINIA UNDER MOUNT SINKS

We do not recommend cutting countertops without physical sink present. Ensure your sink is in perfect condition before installation.

Materials Required

DISCLAIMER
Leave protective tape on the sink when inverting
over a benchtop and tracing its shape. The sink
may scratch if slidden along hard surface.
All dimensions are in millimetres and are subject
to normal manufacturing variations.

Installation Instructions
Paco Jaanson Sink – Basket waste + mounting clips included
Level – Ensure your sink is installed level
Phillips Head Screw Driver
Flat Head Screw Driver
Sealant

Care Instructions

Paco Jaanson reserves the right to vary the
specifications at any time without notice.

Sinks with different sized bowls may have unequal
bowl depth. Waste plumbing will need to
accommodate this.
Note: All Corsica & Sardina Under Mount sink
installations use these instructions.
Therefore images may differ from the sink model.

Clean with soap and water
Use soft sponge, or cloth
Use a granulated stainless steel cleanser
Use glass cleaner
Beware of harsh cleaners – i.e. bleach, chlorine etc
Avoid lengthy contact with steel which can rust - i.e. steel wool, tin cans etc
Never use steel wool on surface of sink
Do not allow liquid soaps and cleaners to dry on surface of sink

1. Check Space & Level

5. Masking

Ensure you use a level to check the benchtop
before you begin installation.

If using sealant, masking is essential.
We recommend that the edge of sink and
edge of cut out are covered with appropriate
masking tape.

2. Mark Cut Out
Cautiously mark out sink template.
Remove sink from benchtop and mark line
15mm inside sink outline.

Install sink + seal flange & support board.
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6. Add Sealant
Apply sealant caulking compound around
the join where the benchtop and sink meet.

Apply sealant to underside edge of the cut
on benchtop and position it over support
board to sandwich the sink in place.
Fasten benchtop securely.

B. Bond Method
Recommended for minimum 1”/25mm
thick Counter/Benchtop.

3. Cut Sink Hole
Double check cut out drawing & position.
Drill pilot holes & have appropriate cutting
tool ready. Match bench hole corner radius
style to sink. Cut just inside the template
mark (15mm inside sink rim outline).

Check caulking product is mildew resistant
and suitable for stainless steel and use on
benchtop material.
Wipe away any excess before it dries.

Bond sink flange to the underside of the
counter/benchtop with a structural high
strength epoxy compound.
Sealant

7. Fit Your Sink
Use one of the following three installation
methods:

Benchtop
Sink
Flange

A. Sandwich Method

Epoxy

Recommended for both Thin and Thick
Counter/Benchtop.
Firmly fix a support board into/over the
cabinet, cut sink hole so that the sink flange
will sit flush with the top surface.

4. Trial Fit Your Sink
Carefully position the sink into the
cut out to ensure it fits correctly.

Slightly rout out the edge so that the sink
flange will sit flush with the top surface.
Test for fit.

C. Bolt Method ( Supplied with Sink )
Recommended for minimum 1”/25mm
thick Counter/Benchtop.
Bolt sink flange to the counter/benchtop.
Threaded rod and timber may be used to
clamp the sink in place while fastening.
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Take care during drilling and tightening to
avoid cracking.

If you have any doubts, confirm the correct mounting method for your material by consulting the counter/benchtop supplier.
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